Casa Systems and Google Cloud to Advance Cloud-Native Software and Service Offerings
August 23, 2022
The strategic partnership will empower Casa Systems and Google Cloud to collaborate across innovative technology
programs and joint sales, marketing, and support initiatives globally
ANDOVER, Mass., Aug. 23, 2022 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Casa Systems (Nasdaq: CASA) today announced a strategic technology and distribution
partnership with Google Cloud to further advance and differentiate Casa Systems and Google Cloud’s integrated cloud native software and service
offerings. The partnership also provides for formalized and coordinated global sales, marketing, and support engagement, whereby Casa Systems
and Google Cloud will offer Communication Service Providers (CSPs) and major enterprises integrated Google Cloud-Casa Systems solutions for
cloud-native 5G core, 5G SA multi-access edge computing (MEC), and enterprise mobile private network use cases.
This new partnership enables Google Cloud and Casa Systems’ technical teams to engage deeply with one another to enable the seamless
integration of Casa Systems’ cloud-native software solutions and network functions with Google Cloud, for best-in-class solution offerings with
optimized ease-of-use and support for telecom and enterprise customers. Furthermore, Casa Systems and Google Cloud will also collaborate on the
development of unique, new features and capabilities to provide competitive differentiation for the combined Google Cloud-Casa Systems solution
offering.
Additionally, this partnership provides the companies with a foundation on which to build more tightly coordinated and integrated sales efforts between
Casa Systems and Google Cloud sales teams globally.
"We are delighted to formalize our partnership with Google Cloud and more quickly drive the adoption of our cloud-native 5G Core and 5G SA MEC
solutions, as well as our other software solutions,” said Jerry Guo, Chief Executive Officer at Casa Systems. “This partnership provides the foundation
for Casa Systems and Google Cloud’s continued collaboration, ensuring we remain at the cutting edge with our cloud-native, differentiated software
solutions, and that the products and services we offer our customers are best-in-class and can be efficiently brought to market globally. We look
forward to working with Google Cloud to develop and deliver the solutions customers need to succeed in the cloud, and to a long and mutually
beneficial partnership.”
“We are pleased to formalize our relationship with Casa Systems with the announcement of this multifaceted strategic partnership,” said Amol Phadke,
managing director and general manager, Global Telecom Industry, Google Cloud. “We have been working with Casa Systems for over two years and
believe that they have a great cloud-native 5G software technology platform and team, and that they are a new leader in the cloud-native 5G market
segment. The partnership will enable a much wider availability of premium solutions and services for our mutual telecommunications and enterprise
customers and prospects.”
About Casa Systems, Inc.
Casa Systems, Inc. (Nasdaq: CASA) delivers the core-to-customer building blocks to speed 5G transformation with future-proof solutions and
cutting-edge bandwidth for all access types. In today’s increasingly personalized world, Casa Systems creates disruptive architectures built specifically
to meet the needs of service provider networks. Our suite of open, cloud-native network solutions unlocks new ways for service providers to build
networks without boundaries and maximizes revenue-generating capabilities. Commercially deployed in more than 70 countries, Casa Systems
serves over 475 Tier 1 and regional service providers worldwide. For more information, visit http://www.casa-systems.com.
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